Technical and hospitality rider 2019

General
Band
Distant

Members
6

TM
0

Merch
0

Crew
1

Soundengineer
0

Driver
1
Total:

Contacts
First Band Contact
Elmer Maurits
+31 6 81 85 06 85
DistantBandNL@gmail.com

Second Band contact
Nouri Yetgin
+31 6 11 08 00 40
DistantBandNL@gmail.com

Dressing Room
Minimum of 1 comfortable dressing room for at least:
5 people comfortably

Dinner
Dinner is requested for get-in times before 18:00 or for shows outside of The Netherlands.
Hot meals for at least 7 people are requested. No vegetarians/vegans.
If no such option is available, a buyout of
10,00 €
or
10,00 £
per person is to be paid out to the tour manager

Allergies/Illnesses
-

Nuts
Cats (incase sleeping places are arranged)

Total
7
7

Backstage
Cold Catering & Drinks
10 cans of energy drink
1 crate of beer
1 bottle of Jägermeister
2 Bottles of Cola or Ice tea
12 Bottles of water
Fresh fruit
2 bags of crips or some snacks
Other
10 Bottles of water on stage

Guest List
DISTANT reserves the right to submit up to 3 guests or more for free of charge and this will not
prejudice the bands fee.

Merchandise
Please provide the band with a well-lit and spacious area near power points or with power
extensions.

Accommodation
(Check the deal) If needed, we need a dry and warm place to sleep for at least 7 persons

Transport / Parking
A secure, well lit and where necessary guarded place to park has to be provided for the following
vehicles at no further cost to the artist:
Bus(es): 0
Car(s): 3
Van(s): 0

Stage rider
Distant consists of 1 vocalist, 1 bassist, 2 guitarists and 1 drummer.

Specification from stage right to left:
1. Right and left guitar amps: Kemper profiling pre-amp and Matrix 800W amp
2. Guitar pedal board, is connected to 1
3. Stage banners of 1.5m x 1.5m, are made of cloth so microphones can be put in front of them.
Used on both sides of the stage.
4. Bass amp. Kemper profiling amp (can be connected to XLR)
5. Bass pedal board, is connected to 4
6. Samples + triggers. Backingtrack samples and bass pedal trigger. Two DI boxes are needed to
connect this to the PA!
7. Basic drumkit consisting of a bass drum, floor tom, 2 high toms, 3 cymbal stands, bassdrop stand,
snare, hi-hat and double bass pedal. Please provide a carpet for the drums if possible.
8. Microphone, we don’t have our own microphone and a mic-stand is not needed.
9. Stage risers
- Heads and stands for the drumkit cannot be provided for the supporting acts.
- Monitors are provided by the venue. No monitors for the drummer please.
- Basic drumkit, 2 guitar cabinets and a bass cabinet are not provided by Distant, unless agreed upon
otherwise.

Sound check
Please provide where possible up to 30 minutes time for the band to sound check. The backline will
NOT be shared with the other bands unless agreed with the tour manager or band contact
beforehand.

